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Abstract

Incremental heuristic search methods use heuristics to focus
their search and reuse information from previous searches to
find solutions to series of similar search tasks much faster
than is possible by solving each search task from scratch. In
this paper, we apply Lifelong Planning A* to robot navigation
in unknown terrain, including goal-directed navigation in un-
known terrain and mapping of unknown terrain. The resulting
D* Lite algorithm is easy to understand and analyze. It im-
plements the same behavior as Stentz’ Focussed Dynamic A*
but is algorithmically different. We prove properties about
D* Lite and demonstrate experimentally the advantages of
combining incremental and heuristic search for the applica-
tions studied. We believe that these results provide a strong
foundation for further research on fast replanning methods in
artificial intelligence and robotics.

Introduction
Incremental search methods, such as DynamicSWSF-FP
(Ramalingam & Reps 1996), are currently not much used in
artificial intelligence. They reuse information from previous
searches to find solutions to series of similar search tasks
much faster than is possible by solving each search task
from scratch. An overview is given in (Frigioni, Marchetti-
Spaccamela, & Nanni 2000). Heuristic search methods,
such as A* (Nilsson 1971), on the other hand, use heuristic
knowledge in form of approximations of the goal distances
to focus the search and solve search problems much faster
than uninformed search methods. An overview is given in
(Pearl 1985). We recently introduced LPA* (Lifelong Plan-
ning A*), that generalizes both DynamicSWSF-FP and A*
and thus uses two different techniques to reduce its planning
time (Koenig & Likhachev 2001). In this paper, we apply
LPA* to robot navigation in unknown terrain. The robot
could use conventional graph-search methods when replan-
ning its paths after discovering previously unknown obsta-
cles. However, the resulting planning times can be on the
order of minutes for the large terrains that are often used,
which adds up to substantial idle times (Stentz 1994). Fo-
cussed Dynamic A* (D*) (Stentz 1995) is a clever heuris-
tic search method that achieves a speedup of one to two or-
ders of magnitudes(!) over repeated A* searches by mod-
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ifying previous search results locally. D* has been exten-
sively used on real robots, including outdoor HMMWVs
(Stentz & Hebert 1995). It is currently also being inte-
grated into Mars Rover prototypes and tactical mobile robot
prototypes for urban reconnaissance (Matthies et al. 2000;
Thayer et al. 2000). However, it has not been extended by
other researchers. Building on LPA*, we therefore present
D* Lite, a novel replanning method that implements the
same navigation strategy as D* but is algorithmically dif-
ferent. D* Lite is substantially shorter than D*, uses only
one tie-breaking criterion when comparing priorities, which
simplifies the maintenance of the priorities, and does not
need nested if-statements with complex conditions that oc-
cupy up to three lines each, which simplifies the analysis of
the program flow. These properties also allow one to extend
it easily, for example, to use inadmissible heuristics and dif-
ferent tie-breaking criteria to gain efficiency. To gain insight
into its behavior, we present various theoretical properties of
LPA* that also apply to D* Lite. Our theoretical properties
show that LPA* is efficient and similar to A*, a well known
and well understood search algorithm. Our experimental
properties show that D* Lite is at least as efficient as D*.
We also present an experimental evaluation of the benefits of
combining incremental and heuristic search across different
navigation tasks in unknown terrain, including goal-directed
navigation and mapping. We believe that our theoretical and
empirical analysis of D* Lite will provide a strong founda-
tion for further research on fast replanning methods in arti-
ficial intelligence and robotics.

Motivation
Consider a goal-directed robot-navigation task in unknown
terrain, where the robot always observes which of its eight
adjacent cells are traversable and then moves with cost one
to one of them. The robot starts at the start cell and has to
move to the goal cell. It always computes a shortest path
from its current cell to the goal cell under the assumption
that cells with unknown blockage status are traversable. It
then follows this path until it reaches the goal cell, in which
case it stops successfully, or it observes an untraversable
cell, in which case it recomputes a shortest path from its cur-
rent cell to the goal cell. Figure 1 shows the goal distances
of all traversable cells and the shortest paths from its current
cell to the goal cell both before and after the robot has moved
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Figure 1: Simple Example.

along the path and discovered the first blocked cell it did not
know about. Cells whose goal distances have changed are
shaded gray. The goal distances are important because one
can easily determine a shortest path from its current cell of
the robot to the goal cell by greedily decreasing the goal dis-
tances once the goal distances have been computed. Notice
that the number of cells with changed goal distances is small
and most of the changed goal distances are irrelevant for re-
calculating a shortest path from its current cell to the goal
cell. Thus, one can efficiently recalculate a shortest path
from its current cell to the goal cell by recalculating only
those goal distances that have changed (or have not been cal-
culated before) and are relevant for recalculating the shortest
path. This is what D* Lite does. The challenge is to identify
these cells efficiently.

Lifelong Planning A*

Lifelong Planning A* (LPA*) is shown in Figure 2. LPA*
is an incremental version of A*. It applies to finite graph
search problems on known graphs whose edge costs in-
crease or decrease over time (which can also be used to
model edges or vertices that are added or deleted). � de-
notes the finite set of vertices of the graph. ���������	��
���
denotes the set of successors of vertex ����� . Similarly,������� ����
���� denotes the set of predecessors of vertex���� . �������	�! "��#$
�%'& denotes the cost of moving from
vertex � to vertex ��#(�)�*�+���,�	��
 . LPA* always determines
a shortest path from a given start vertex ��-/.10324.��5� to a
given goal vertex �76�8"0:9;�<� , knowing both the topology of
the graph and the current edge costs. We use =+>,�	��
 to de-
note the start distance of vertex �?�@� , that is, the length
of a shortest path from ��-A.1032B. to � . Like A*, LPA* uses
heuristics CD���, :�76�84039	
 that approximate the goal distances of
the vertices � . The heuristics need to be nonnegative and
consistent (Pearl 1985), that is, obey the triangle inequalityCE�	�76�840:9B "�76�840:91
GF)� and CD���! "�76�84039	
H%I���	�! "��#$
DJ<CD���7#� :�K6�8"0:91

for all vertices �L��� and ��#M�N������������
 with �POFQ�76�8"0:9 .

The pseudocode uses the following functions to manage the priority queue: U.Top RTS returns a
vertex with the smallest priority of all vertices in priority queue U . U.TopKey RVS returns the smallest
priority of all vertices in priority queue U . (If U is empty, then U.TopKey RVS returns W XZY[X;\ .)
U.Pop RVS deletes the vertex with the smallest priority in priority queue U and returns the vertex.
U.Insert R^]4_	`:S inserts vertex ] into priority queue U with priority ` . U.Update R^]4_	`:S changes the
priority of vertex ] in priority queue U to ` . (It does nothing if the current priority of vertex ]
already equals ` .) Finally, U.Remove RT]AS removes vertex ] from priority queue U .

procedure CalculateKey RT]ASa
01 b return W cMd e3R^fKR^]AS1_1gBh3]4RT]AS$S7i(h�R^]4_j]AkAl/mBnjS1Y[cMd eKR^f�RT]AS1_[g4h3]4R^]AS$So\ ;

procedure Initialize RTSa
02 bpUrq�s ;a
03 b for all ]MtvuEgBh3]4RT]AS,qrf�RT]AS,q�X ;a
04 b�g4h3]4R^]Aw	x mzy xAS�qZ{ ;a
05 b U.Insert R^]zw1x mzy x4_ CalculateKey RT]Aw	x mBy xAS$S ;

procedure UpdateVertex R^|�Sa
06 b if RT|(}qZ] w1x mzy x S�gBh3]4RT|7S,qrcMd e w1~j��� yA���B�^��� R^f�RT] ~ S�iH�BRT] ~ _1|�S$S ;a
07 b if RT|�tHUpS U.Remove R^|�S ;a
08 b if R^f�RT|7S�}qZgBh3]4RT|7S$S U.Insert RT|�_ CalculateKey R^|�S$S ;

procedure ComputeShortestPath RVSa
09 b while R U.TopKey RTS!�� CalculateKey RT] kAl/mBn S OR gBh3]4RT] kAl/m4n S�}qrf�RT] kAl/mBn S$Sa
10 b�|*q U.Pop RTS ;a
11 b if R fKRT|7S��rg4h3]4R^|�S$Sa
12 b fKRT|7S�q�gBh�]BRT|�S ;a
13 b for all ]Mtvu�|K�	�4RT|7S UpdateVertex RT]AS ;a
14 b elsea
15 b fKRT|7S�q�X ;a
16 b for all ]Mtvu�|K�	�4RT|7S�� a |�b UpdateVertex RT]AS ;

procedure Main RTSa
17 b Initialize RTS ;a
18 b forevera
19 b ComputeShortestPath RVS ;a
20 b Wait for changes in edge costs;a
21 b for all directed edges RT|�_j�"S with changed edge costsa
22 b Update the edge cost �BRT|�_j�:S ;a
23 b UpdateVertex R^�:S ;

Figure 2: Lifelong Planning A*.

Lifelong Planning A*: The Variables
LPA* maintains an estimate =M�	��
 of the start distance =+>�����

of each vertex � . These values directly correspond to the
g-values of an A* search. LPA* carries them forward from
search to search. LPA* also maintains a second kind of es-
timate of the start distances. The rhs-values are one-step
lookahead values based on the g-values and thus potentially
better informed than the g-values. They always satisfy the
following relationship (Invariant 1):

�7�����1���M����� if �G�?� ]/���:gB� �¡T¢ ] ~ t�£¤gz¥�¦�RT]AS �$§¤�1�3¨o��©«ª7�1�:¨1¬B���A� otherwise. (1)

A vertex is called locally consistent iff its g-value equals
its rhs-value, otherwise it is called locally inconsistent. Iff
all vertices are locally consistent, then the g-values of all
vertices equal their respective start distances. In this case
one can trace back a shortest path from ��-/.10324. to any vertex� by always transitioning from the current vertex � , starting
at � , to any predecessor ��# that minimizes =M�	��#�
�JQ������#	 :��

(ties can be broken arbitrarily) until � -A.1032B. is reached. (This
is different from Figure 1, where the goal distances instead
of the start distances are used to determine a shortest path
and one can follow a shortest path from � -/.10324. to � 6�840:9 by al-
ways moving from the current vertex � , starting at � -/.10324. ,
to any successor ��# that minimizes �����, :��#$
J@=�����#�
 , until�K6�8"0:9 is reached.) However, LPA* does not make all ver-
tices locally consistent after some edge costs have changed.
Instead, it uses the heuristics to focus the search and updates
only the g-values that are relevant for computing a shortest
path. To this end, LPA* maintains a priority queue. The



priority queue always contains exactly the locally inconsis-
tent vertices (Invariant 2). These are the vertices whose
g-values LPA* potentially needs to update to make them
locally consistent. The priority of a vertex in the priority
queue is always the same as its key (Invariant 3), which
is a vector with two components: �M�	��
 F�� �����	��
����	���	��
�
 ,
where � � �	��
vF�����E�[=M�	��
3 � C+���	��
B
�J CD���! "� 6�840:9 
 and � � ����
GF
�����E�[=M�	��
3 � C+���	��
B
�� 01 � (numbers in brackets refer to line
numbers in Figure 2). The first component of the keys
�����	��
 corresponds directly to the f-values ���	��
��TF@=�>,�	��
*JCE�	�! "� 6�84039 
 used by A* because both the g-values and rhs-
values of LPA* correspond to the g-values of A* and the
h-values of LPA* correspond to the h-values of A*. The sec-
ond component of the keys ���!�	��
 corresponds to the g-values
of A*. Keys are compared according to a lexicographic or-
dering. For example, a key �M�	��
 is less than or equal to a
key �¤#	����
 , denoted by �M�	��
��%��¤#	����
 , iff either �����	��
�����#� �	��

or ( � � �	��
PF���#� ����
 and � � ����
 %��¤#� �	��
 ). LPA* always ex-
pands the vertex in the priority queue with the smallest key
(by expanding a vertex, we mean executing � 10-16 � ). This
is similar to A* that always expands the vertex in the priority
queue with the smallest f-value if it breaks ties towards the
smallest g-value. The resulting behavior of LPA* and A* is
also similar. The keys of the vertices expanded by LPA* are
nondecreasing over time just like the f-values of the vertices
expanded by A* (since the heuristics are consistent).

Lifelong Planning A*: The Algorithm
The main function Main() of LPA* first calls Initialize() to
initialize the search problem � 17 � . Initialize() sets the g-
values of all vertices to infinity and sets their rhs-values ac-
cording to Equation 1 � 03-04 � . Thus, initially ��-A.1032B. is the
only locally inconsistent vertex and is inserted into the oth-
erwise empty priority queue � 05 � . This initialization guar-
antees that the first call to ComputeShortestPath() performs
exactly an A* search, that is, expands exactly the same ver-
tices as A* in exactly the same order. Note that, in an actual
implementation, Initialize() only needs to initialize a vertex
when it encounters it during the search and thus does not
need to initialize all vertices up front. This is important be-
cause the number of vertices can be large and only a few of
them might be reached during the search. LPA* then waits
for changes in edge costs � 20 � . To maintain Invariants 1-3 if
some edge costs have changed, it calls UpdateVertex() � 23 �
to update the rhs-values and keys of the vertices potentially
affected by the changed edge costs as well as their member-
ship in the priority queue if they become locally consistent
or inconsistent, and finally recalculates a shortest path � 19 �
by calling ComputeShortestPath(), that repeatedly expands
locally inconsistent vertices in the order of their priorities.

A locally inconsistent vertex � is called locally overcon-
sistent iff =�����
! � C+�!����
 . When ComputeShortestPath() ex-
pands a locally overconsistent vertex � 12-13 � , then it sets
the g-value of the vertex to its rhs-value � 12 � , which makes
the vertex locally consistent. A locally inconsistent ver-
tex � is called locally underconsistent iff =M�	��
 � � C+���	��
 .
When ComputeShortestPath() expands a locally undercon-
sistent vertex � 15-16 � , then it simply sets the g-value of the
vertex to infinity � 15 � . This makes the vertex either locally

consistent or overconsistent. If the expanded vertex was lo-
cally overconsistent, then the change of its g-value can affect
the local consistency of its successors � 13 � . Similarly, if the
expanded vertex was locally underconsistent, then it and its
successors can be affected � 16 � . To maintain Invariants 1-
3, ComputeShortestPath() therefore updates rhs-values of
these vertices, checks their local consistency, and adds them
to or removes them from the priority queue accordingly � 06-
08 � . ComputeShortestPath() expands vertices until ��6�8"0:9 is
locally consistent and the key of the vertex to expand next is
no less than the key of � 638"0:9 . This is similar to A* that ex-
pands vertices until it expands ��638"0:9 at which point in time
the g-value of �76�8"0:9 equals its start distance and the f-value
of the vertex to expand next is no less than the f-value of� 6�8"0:9 . If =M�	� 6�8"0:9 
NF & after the search, then there is no
finite-cost path from �o-/.10324. to �76�8"0:9 . Otherwise, one can
trace back a shortest path from ��-/.10324. to �7638"0:9 by always
transitioning from the current vertex � , starting at � 638"0:9 , to
any predecessor ��# that minimizes =M�	��#$
*J����	��#� "��
 (ties can
be broken arbitrarily) until ��-/.10324. is reached. This is similar
to what A* can do if it does not use backpointers.

Analytical Results
We now present some properties of LPA* to show that it
terminates, is correct, similar to A*, and efficient. All proofs
can be found in (Likhachev & Koenig 2001).

Termination and Correctness
Our first theorem shows that LPA* terminates and is correct:

Theorem 1 ComputeShortestPath() expands each vertex at
most twice, namely at most once when it is locally undercon-
sistent and at most once when it is locally overconsistent,
and thus terminates. After ComputeShortestPath() termi-
nates, one can trace back a shortest path from �,-/.10324. to �76�8"0:9
by always transitioning from the current vertex � , starting at� 6�8"0:9 , to any predecessor ��# that minimizes =M�	��#�
*JI������#	 :��

until ��-/.10324. is reached (ties can be broken arbitrarily).

Similarity to A*
When we described LPA*, we already pointed out strong al-
gorithmic similarities between LPA* and A*. We now show
additional similarities between LPA* and A*. Theorem 1
already showed that ComputeShortestPath() expands each
vertex at most twice. This is similar to A*, that expands
each vertex at most once. Moreover, the next theorem states
that the keys of the vertices expanded by ComputeShortest-
Path() are monotonically nondecreasing over time. This is
similar to the nondecreasing order of f-values of the vertices
expanded by A*.

Theorem 2 The keys of the vertices that ComputeShortest-
Path() selects for expansion on line � 10 � are monotonically
nondecreasing over time until ComputeShortestPath() ter-
minates.

The next three theorems show that ComputeShortest-
Path() expands locally overconsistent vertices in a way very
similar to how A* expands vertices. The next theorem, for
example, shows that the first component of the key of a



locally overconsistent vertex at the time ComputeShortest-
Path() expands it is the same as the f-value of the vertex.
The second component of its key is its start distance.

Theorem 3 Whenever ComputeShortestPath �	
 selects a lo-
cally overconsistent vertex � for expansion on line � 10 � ,
then its key is �M�	��
 �F � ������
 �z=�>,�	��
�
 .

Theorems 2 and 3 imply that ComputeShortestPath() ex-
pands locally overconsistent vertices in the order of mono-
tonically nondecreasing f-values and vertices with the same
f-values in the order of monotonically nondecreasing start
distances. A* has the same property provided that it breaks
ties in favor of vertices with smaller start distances.

Theorem 4 ComputeShortestPath �	
 expands locally over-
consistent vertices with finite f-values in the same order as
A*, provided that A* always breaks ties among vertices with
the same f-values in favor of vertices with the smallest start
distances and breaks remaining ties suitably.

The next theorem shows that ComputeShortestPath() ex-
pands at most those locally overconsistent vertices whose
f-values are less than the f-value of the goal vertex and those
vertices whose f-values are equal to the f-value of the goal
vertex and whose start distances are less than or equal to the
start distances of the goal vertex. A* has the same property
provided that it breaks ties in favor of vertices with smaller
start distances.

Theorem 5 ComputeShortestPath �	
 expands at
most those locally overconsistent vertices � with
� ���	��
��B=¤>,�	��
 
 �%�� ���	� 6�840:9 
 �z=�>���� 638"0:9 
�
 .
Efficiency
We now show that LPA* expands many fewer vertices than
suggested by Theorem 1. The next theorem shows that LPA*
is efficient because it performs incremental searches and
thus calculates only those g-values that have been affected
by cost changes or have not been calculated yet in previous
searches.

Theorem 6 ComputeShortestPath() does not expand any
vertices whose g-values were equal to their respective start
distances before ComputeShortestPath() was called.

Our final theorem shows that LPA* is efficient because
it performs heuristic searches and thus calculates only the
g-values of those vertices that are important to determine a
shortest path. Theorem 5 has already shown how heuristics
limit the number of locally overconsistent vertices expanded
by ComputeShortestPath(). The next theorem generalizes
this result to all locally inconsistent vertices expanded by
ComputeShortestPath().

Theorem 7 The keys of the vertices that ComputeShort-
estPath() selects for expansion on line � 10 � never exceed
� ���	�76�840:9�
��z=�>,�	�76�840:91
�
 .

To understand the implications of this theorem on the ef-
ficiency of LPA* remember that the key �M����
 of a vertex � is
�M����
 �F � ��� �D�[=M�	��
� � C�������
4
,J CD���! "� 6�840:9 
�� � � �D�j=�����
� � C+�!����
B
 
 .
Thus, the more informed the heuristics are and
thus the larger they are, the fewer vertices satisfy
�M����
 �%�� �����7638"0:91
 �z=�>����K6�8"0:9	
�
 and thus are expanded.

procedure CalculateKey RT]ASa
01’ b return W cMd eKR fKRT]/S1_1gBh�]BRT]AS$S7i;h�R^]zw1x mzy x4_j]/S�i;` � Y$cMd eKR fKRT]/S1_1gBh�]BRT]AS$So\ ;

procedure Initialize RTSa
02’ b�Urq�s ;a
03’ b!` � qZ{"Ya
04’ b for all ] tvuDgBh�]BRT]AS�qrf�RT]AS,q�X ;a
05’ b,gBh3]4RT]AkAl/mBn[S,qZ{ ;a
06’ b U.Insert RT]AkAl/mBn	_ CalculateKey R^]zkAl�m4n[S$S ;

procedure UpdateVertex R^|�Sa
07’ b if RT|;}q�]AkAl/mBn[S3g4h3]4R^|�S�qZcMd e w ~ ��� �����	�T��� R^�4R^|�_j] ~ S�i�f�RT] ~ S$S ;a
08’ b if RT|GtHUpS U.Remove RT|7S ;a
09’ b if R^fKR^|�S¤}q�gBh3]4RT|7S$S U.Insert RT|�_ CalculateKey RT|7S$S ;

procedure ComputeShortestPath RVSa
10’ b while R U.TopKey RVS �� CalculateKey RT]Aw	x mBy x�S OR gBh3]4RT]Aw1x mzy x/S�}qrf�RT]Aw1x mzy xAS$Sa
11’ b�`"l/n^�Eq U.TopKey RVS1Ya
12’ b�| q U.Pop RVS ;a
13’ b if RV`4l/n^� �� CalculateKey RT|7S$Sa
14’ b U.Insert RT|�_ CalculateKey RT|�S�S1Ya
15’ b else if R^f�RT|7S��ZgBh3]4RT|7S$Sa
16’ b f�RT|7S!qrg4h3]4R^|�S ;a
17’ b for all ] t £�gz¥�¦�RT|7S UpdateVertex RT]/S ;a
18’ b elsea
19’ b f�RT|7S!qZX ;a
20’ b for all ] t £�gz¥�¦�RT|7S�� a |�b UpdateVertex RT]/S ;

procedure Main RTSa
21’ b,] n^m w	x q�]Aw1x mzy xBYa
22’ b Initialize RVS ;a
23’ b ComputeShortestPath RVS ;a
24’ b while RT]Aw	x mBy xD}qZ]/kAl/m4njSa
25’ b /* if R^f�RT] w	x mBy x S�q�XS then there is no known path */a
26’ b�]Aw	x mBy x�q��
	��,cMd e w	~[��� �����	� w w	x mzy x � R^�BRT]Aw1x mzy xB_1] ~ S�i�f�RT] ~ S$S ;a
27’ b Move to ]Aw	x mBy x ;a
28’ b Scan graph for changed edge costs;a
29’ b if any edge costs changeda
30’ b ` � q�` � i;h�R^] n^m w1x _1]Aw1x mzy x/SjYa
31’ b ]An^m w	x qZ] w	x mzy x Ya
32’ b for all directed edges RT|�_[�:S with changed edge costsa
33’ b Update the edge cost �4RT|�_j�:S ;a
34’ b UpdateVertex RT|�S ;a
35’ b ComputeShortestPath RVS ;

Figure 3: D* Lite.

D* Lite
So far, we have described LPA*, that repeatedly determines
shortest paths between the start vertex and the goal vertex
as the edge costs of a graph change. We now use LPA* to
develop D* Lite, that repeatedly determines shortest paths
between the current vertex of the robot and the goal vertex
as the edge costs of a graph change while the robot moves
towards the goal vertex. D* Lite is shown in Figure 3. It
does not make any assumptions about how the edge costs
change, whether they go up or down, whether they change
close to the current vertex of the robot or far away from it, or
whether they change in the world or only because the robot
revised its initial estimates. D* Lite can be used to solve the
goal-directed navigation problem in unknown terrain (as de-
scribed in the section on “Motivation”). The terrain is mod-
eled as an eight-connected graph. The costs of its edges are
initially one. They change to infinity when the robot discov-
ers that they cannot be traversed. One can implement the
robot-navigation strategy by applying D* Lite to this graph
with � -/.10324. being the current vertex of the robot and � 6�8"0:9
being the goal vertex.

Search Direction
We first need to switch the search direction of LPA*. The
version of LPA* presented in Figure 2 searches from the
start vertex to the goal vertex and thus its g-values are esti-
mates of the start distances. D* Lite searches from the goal
vertex to the start vertex and thus its g-values are estimates



of the goal distances. It is derived from LPA* by exchang-
ing the start and goal vertex and reversing all edges in the
pseudo code. Thus, D* Lite operates on the original graph
and there are no restrictions on the graph except that it needs
to be able to determine the successors and predecessors of
the vertices, just like LPA*. After ComputeShortestPath()
returns, one can then follow a shortest path from � -/.10324. to� 6�840:9 by always moving from the current vertex � , starting
at ��-/.10324. , to any successor � # that minimizes �����, :� # 
DJ�=���� # 

until �76�8"0:9 is reached (ties can be broken arbitrarily).

Heap Reordering
To solve robot navigation problems in unknown terrain,
Main() now needs to move the robot along the path deter-
mined by CalculatePath(). Main() could recalculate the pri-
orities of the vertices in the priority queue every time the
robot notices a change in edge costs after it has moved. Un-
less the priorities are recalculated, they do not satisfy In-
variant 3 since they are based on heuristics that were com-
puted with respect to the old vertex of the robot. However,
the repeated reordering of the priority queue can be expen-
sive since the priority queue often contains a large number
of vertices. D* Lite therefore uses a method derived from
D* (Stentz 1995) to avoid having to reorder the priority
queue, namely priorities that are lower bounds on the pri-
orities that LPA* uses for the corresponding vertices. The
heuristics CE�	�! "� # 
 now need to be nonnegative and satisfyCE�	�! "��#$
L%��7>,�	�! "��#[
 and CE�	�! "��# #$
L%'CE�	�! "��#$
 JQCD���7#� :�7# #$
 for
all vertices �! "��#1 :�7# #E� � , where ��>����, :��#�
 denotes the cost of
a shortest path from vertex � ��� to vertex � # ��� . This
requirement is not restrictive since both properties are guar-
anteed to hold if the heuristics are derived by relaxing the
search problem, which will almost always be the case and
holds for the heuristics used in this paper. After the robot
has moved from vertex � to some vertex ��# where it detects
changes in edge costs, the first element of the priorities can
have decreased by at most CE�	�! :��#�
 . (The second compo-
nent does not depend on the heuristics and thus remains un-
changed.) Thus, in order to maintain lower bounds, D* Lite
needs to subtract CE�	�! "��#�
 from the first element of the pri-
orities of all vertices in the priority queue. However, sinceCE�	�! "��#$
 is the same for all vertices in the priority queue, the
order of the vertices in the priority queue does not change
if the subtraction is not performed. Then, when new priori-
ties are computed, their first components are by CE�	�! "��#�
 too
small relative to the priorities in the priority queue. Thus,CE�	�! "��#$
 has to be added to their first components every time
some edge costs change. If the robot moves again and then
detects cost changes again, then the constants need to get
added up. We do this in the variable ��� � 30’ � . Thus, when-
ever new priorities are computed, the variable ��� has to be
added to their first components, as done in � 01’ � . Then, the
order of the vertices in the priority queue does not change
after the robot moves and the priority queue does not need
to get reordered. The priorities, on the other hand, are al-
ways lower bounds on the corresponding priorities of LPA*
after the first component of the priorities of LPA* has been
increased by the current value of ��� . We exploit this prop-
erty by changing ComputeShortestPath �	
 as follows. Af-

procedure CalculateKey RT]ASa
01” b return W cMd e�R fKRT]/S1_1gBh�]BRT]AS$S7ih�RT]Aw1x mzy xB_1]AS7i(` � Y[cMd eKR^f�RT]ASj_1g4h3]4R^]AS$So\ ;

procedure Initialize RTSa
02” b¤Uq�s ;a
03” b�` � q�{"Ya
04” b for all ] tvuDgBh�]BRT]AS,qrfKR^]AS!qZX ;a
05” b!gBh3]4RT]AkAl/mBn$S,qZ{ ;a
06” b U.Insert RT]AkAl/mBn	_AW h�RT] w1x mzy x _[]AkAl/mBn1SjY[{/\^S ;

procedure UpdateVertex R^|�Sa
07” b if ( f�RT|7S�}q�gBh3]4RT|7S AND |Gt;UpS U.Update R^|�_ � ��� �/|�� �3�$¥�� ¥�	7RT|7S$S ;a
08” b else if R^fKR^|�S�}qZgBh3]4RT|7S AND |�
tHU�S U.Insert RT|�_ � ��� �/|�� �3�$¥��E¥�	7RT|7S$S ;a
09” b else if R^fKR^|�S,qZgBh3]4RT|7S AND |�tHU�S U.Remove RT|7S ;

procedure ComputeShortestPath RVSa
10” b while R U.TopKey RVS �� CalculateKey RT] w	x mBy x S OR gBh3]4RT] w1x mzy x Sp�(fKR^] w	x mBy x S$Sa
11” b�|*q U.Top RVS ;a
12” b�`"l/n^�Dq U.TopKey RVS ;a
13” b�`� ��� q CalculateKey RT|�S�S ;a
14” b if RV` l/n^� �� `  ��� Sa
15” b U.Update RT|�_	`� ��� S1Ya
16” b else if R^f�RT|7Sp�rgBh3]4RT|7S$Sa
17” b f�RT|7S,q�gBh3]4RT|7S ;a
18” b U.Remove RT|7S ;a
19” b for all ] tv£¤gz¥�¦�RT|�Sa
20” b if RT]E}qZ]AkAl/mBn[S�g4h3]4R^]AS�q�cMd eKR^g4h3]4R^]AS1_[�BRT]4_j|7S�iHf�RT|�S�S ;a
21” b UpdateVertex RT]AS ;a
22” b elsea
23” b fBl/n^�EqrfKR^|�S ;a
24” b f�RT|7S,q�X ;a
25” b for all ] tv£¤gz¥�¦�RT|�SK� a |�ba
26” b if RTgBh3]4RT]/S!qr�BRT]4_j|7S�iHfBl/n^�3Sa
27” b if RT]E}qZ] kAl/mBn S3gBh3]4RT]AS,qZcMd e w ~ ��� ��� �	� w � R �4RT]4_[] ~ S7i;f�RT] ~ S$S ;a
28” b UpdateVertex RT]AS ;

procedure Main RTSa
29” b!] n^m w	x qZ]Aw1x mzy xBYa
30” b Initialize RVS ;a
31” b ComputeShortestPath RVS ;a
32” b while R^]Aw	x mzy xD}qZ]AkAl�m4n[Sa
33” b /* if RTgBh3]4RT] w	x mBy x S,q�X(S then there is no known path */a
34” b�]Aw	x mzy x�q �
	��,cMd e w	~j��� ������� w w1x mzy x � R^�BRT]Aw	x mBy xB_j] ~ S�iHf�RT] ~ S$S ;a
35” b Move to ]Aw	x mBy x ;a
36” b Scan graph for changed edge costs;a
37” b if any edge costs changeda
38” b ` � q�` � ih�RT] n^m w1x _j]Aw1x mzy x/SjYa
39” b ]An^m w	x q�] w1x mzy x Ya
40” b for all directed edges R^|�_j�"S with changed edge costsa
41” b �Al/n^�Eqr�4RT|�_j�"S ;a
42” b Update the edge cost �4RT|�_j�:S ;a
43” b if ( � l/n^� ��4RT|�_j�:S )a
44” b if RT|(}qZ]AkAl/mBn[S�g4h3]4R^|�S�qZcMd eKRTgBh3]4RT|7S1_[�BRT|�_[�:S�iHf�RT�:S�S ;a
45” b else if RTgBh3]4RT|7S�qr� l/n^� i;f�RT�"S$Sa
46” b if RT|(}qZ] kAl/mBn S�g4h3]4R^|�S�qZcMd e w	~[��� ��� �	�T��� R^�BRT|�_[] ~ S7i;f�RT] ~ S$S ;a
47” b UpdateVertex RT|�S ;a
48” b ComputeShortestPath RVS ;

Figure 4: D* Lite (optimized version).

ter ComputeShortestPath �	
 has removed a vertex � with
the smallest priority � 8z9�� F U.TopKey �	
 from the priority
queue � 12’ � , it now uses CalculateKey ��
 to compute the
priority that it should have had. If �p8B9�� �� CalculateKey �j�M

then it reinserts the removed vertex with the priority cal-
culated by CalculateKey ��
 into the priority queue � 13’-
14’ � . Thus, it remains true that the priorities of all ver-
tices in the priority queue are lower bounds on the cor-
responding priorities of LPA* after the first components
of the priorities of LPA* have been increased by the cur-
rent value of ��� . If ��8B9�� �� CalculateKey �j�M
 , then it holds
that ��8z9�� �F CalculateKey �1��
 since �p8z9�� was a lower bound
of the value returned by CalculateKey(). In this case,
ComputeShortestPath �	
 expands vertex � (by expanding a
vertex, we mean executing � 15’-20’ � ) in the same way as
LPA*.



Optimizations
Figure 4 shows D* Lite with several optimizations. An
example is the termination condition of ComputeShortest-
Path() that can be changed to make ComputeShortestPath()
more efficient. As stated, ComputeShortestPath() terminates
when the start vertex is locally consistent and its key is
less than or equal to U.TopKey() � 10’ � . However, Com-
puteShortestPath() can already terminate when the start ver-
tex is not locally underconsistent and its key is less than or
equal to U.TopKey(). To understand why this is so, assume
that the start vertex is locally overconsistent and its key is
less than or equal to U.TopKey(). Then, its key must be
equal to U.TopKey() since U.TopKey() is the smallest key
of any locally inconsistent vertex. Thus, ComputeShort-
estPath() could expand the start vertex next, in which case
it would set its g-value to its rhs-value. The start vertex
then becomes locally consistent, its key is less than or equal
to U.TopKey(), and ComputeShortestPath() thus terminates.
At this point in time, the g-value of the start vertex equals
its goal distance. Thus, ComputeShortestPath() can already
terminate when the start vertex is not locally underconsistent
and its key is less than or equal to U.TopKey() � 10 � . In this
case, the start vertex can remain locally inconsistent after
ComputeShortestPath() terminates and its g-value thus may
not be equal to its goal distance (but its rhs-value is). This
is not a problem since the g-value is not used to determine
how the robot should move.

Analytical Results
ComputeShortestPath �	
 of D* Lite is similar to Com-
puteShortestPath() of LPA* and thus shares many properties
with it. For example, ComputeShortestPath() of D* Lite ex-
pands each vertex at most twice until it returns. The follow-
ing theorem shows that ComputeShortestPath() of D* Lite
terminates and is correct.

Theorem 8 ComputeShortestPath �	
 of D* Lite always ter-
minates and one can then follow a shortest path from �,-/.10324.
to � 6�8"0:9 by always moving from the current vertex � , starting
at � -/.10324. , to any successor ��# that minimizes �����, :��#$
DJ�=����7#$

until �76�8"0:9 is reached (ties can be broken arbitrarily).

Experimental Results
We now compare D* and various versions of the optimized
version of D* Lite. We implemented all methods using stan-
dard binary heaps as priority queues (although using more
complex data structures, such as Fibonacci heaps, as prior-
ity queues could possibly make U.Update() more efficient).
The robot always observed which of its eight adjacent cells
were traversable and then moved to one of them. We used
the maximum of the absolute differences of the x and y co-
ordinates of any two cells as approximations of their dis-
tance. Since all methods move the robot in the same way
and D* has already been demonstrated with great success
on real robots, we only need to perform a simulation study.
We need to compare the total planning time of the methods.
Since the actual planning times are implementation and ma-
chine dependent, they make it difficult for others to repro-
duce the results of our performance comparison. We there-
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Figure 5: Comparison of D* Lite and D*.

fore used three measures that all correspond to common op-
erations performed by the methods and thus heavily influ-
ence their planning times, yet are implementation and ma-
chine independent: the total number of vertex expansions,
the total number of heap percolates (exchanges of a parent
and child in the heap), and the total number of vertex ac-
cesses (for example, to read or change their values). Figure 5
compares D* Lite and D* for goal-directed navigation in un-
known terrain (as described in the section on “Motivation”)
of seven different sizes, averaged over 50 randomly gener-
ated terrains of each size whose obstacle density varies from
10 to 40 percent. The terrain is discretized into cells with
uniform resolution. The figure graphs the three performance
measures of D* as percent difference relative to D* Lite.
Thus, D* Lite always scores zero and methods that score
above zero perform worse than D* Lite. D* Lite performs
better than D* with respect to all three measures, justifying
our claim that it is at least as efficient as D*. The figure also
shows the corresponding 95 percent confidence intervals to
demonstrate that our conclusions are statistically significant.
In the following, we study to which degree the combination
of incremental and heuristic search that D* Lite implements
outperforms incremental or heuristic searches individually.
We do this for two different but related tasks, namely goal-
directed navigation in unknown terrain and mapping of un-
known terrain, using similar setups as in the previous exper-
iment.

Goal-Directed Navigation in Unknown Terrain

Figure 6 compares D* Lite, D* Lite without heuristic search,
and D* Lite without incremental search (that is, A*) for
goal-directed navigation in unknown terrain, using the same
setup as in the previous experiment. We decided not to in-
clude D* Lite without both heuristic and incremental search
in the comparison because it performs so poorly that graph-
ing its performance becomes a problem. D* Lite outper-
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forms the other two search methods according to all three
performance measures, even by more than a factor of seven
for the vertex expansions. Moreover, its advantage seems to
increase as the terrain gets larger. Only for the number of
heap percolates for terrain of size 10 by 10 and 15 by 15 is
the difference between D* Lite and D* Lite without heuris-
tic search statistically not significant. These results also con-
firm earlier experimental results that D* can outperform A*
for goal-directed navigation in unknown terrain by one order
of magnitude or more (Stentz 1995).

The terrain can also be discretized with nonuniform reso-
lution. Uniform discretizations can prevent one from find-
ing a path if they are too coarse-grained (for example,
because the resolution prevents one from noticing small
gaps between obstacles) and result in large graphs that
cannot be searched efficiently if they are too fine-grained.
Researchers have therefore developed adaptive resolution
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Figure 8: Mapping (Uniform).

schemes (Moore & Atkeson 1995; Yahja et al. 1998). We
therefore used D* Lite to implement a deterministic version
of the parti-game algorithm (Moore & Atkeson 1995) with
adaptive discretization that discretizes terrain into cells with
nonuniform resolution. In this context, Figure 7 compares
D* Lite, D* Lite without heuristic search, and D* Lite with-
out incremental search (that is, A*) for goal-directed naviga-
tion in unknown terrain terrains of six different sizes, aver-
aged over 25 randomly generated terrains of each size with
an obstacle density of 30 percent each. D* Lite outperforms
D* Lite without incremental search (that is, A*) according
to all three performance measures, even more than a factor
of four for the vertex expansions. On the other hand, differ-
ent from goal-directed navigation in unknown terrain with
uniform discretization, D* Lite and D* Lite without heuris-
tic search perform about equally well.

Mapping of Unknown Terrain
D* Lite can also be used to implement greedy mapping
(Koenig, Tovey, & Halliburton 2001), a simple but power-
ful mapping strategy that has repeatedly been used on mo-
bile robots by different research groups (Thrun et al. 1998;
Koenig, Tovey, & Halliburton 2001; Romero, Morales, &
Sucar 2001). Greedy mapping discretizes the terrain into
cells with uniform resolution and then always moves the
robot from its current cell to the closest cell with unknown
traversability, until the terrain is mapped. In this case, the
graph is an eight-connected grid. The costs of its edges are
initially one. They change to infinity when the robot dis-
covers that they cannot be traversed. There is one additional
vertex that is connected to all grid vertices. The costs of
these edges are initially one. They change to infinity once
the corresponding grid vertex has been visited. One can im-
plement greedy mapping by applying D* Lite to this graph
with � -/.10324. being the current vertex of the robot and � 6�8"0:9
being the additional vertex.

Figure 8 compares D* Lite, D* Lite without heuristic
search, and D* Lite without incremental search (that is, A*)



for greedy mapping with different sensor ranges, averaging
over 50 randomly generated grids of size 64 by 25. The ter-
rain is discretized into cells with uniform resolution. We var-
ied the sensor range of the robot to simulate both short-range
and long-range sensors. For example, if the sensor range is
four, then the robot can sense all untraversable cells that are
up to four cells in any direction away from the robot as long
as they are not blocked from view by other untraversable
cells. The number of vertex expansions of D* Lite is always
far less than that of the other two methods. This also holds
for the number of heap percolates and vertex accesses, with
the exception of sensor range four for the heap percolates
and the number of vertex accesses of D* Lite without incre-
mental search.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented D* Lite, a novel fast replan-
ning method for robot navigation in unknown terrain that
implements the same navigation strategies as Focussed Dy-
namic A* (D*). Both algorithms search from the goal vertex
towards the current vertex of the robot, use heuristics to fo-
cus the search, and use similar ways to minimize having to
reorder the priority queue. D* Lite builds on our LPA*, that
has a solid theoretical foundation, a strong similarity to A*,
is efficient (since it does not expand any vertices whose g-
values were already equal to their respective goal distances)
and has been extended in a number of ways. Thus, D* Lite
is algorithmically different from D*. It is easy to understand
and extend, yet at least as efficient as D*. We believe that our
experimental and analytical results about D* Lite provide a
strong algorithmic foundation for further research on fast re-
planning methods in artificial intelligence and robotics and
complement the research on symbolic replanning methods
in artificial intelligence (Hanks & Weld 1995) as well as the
research on incremental search methods in both algorithm
theory (Frigioni, Marchetti-Spaccamela, & Nanni 2000) and
artificial intelligence (Edelkamp 1998).
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